Why iDbM Inc?
Experience
The iDbM Inc. development team brings 75 years of experience in software engineering and management in
both technical and business environments. As a result of our background the Simply WMS / ERP development
team has a deep understanding of and insight into key business processes. We can deliver world class Business
Intelligence tools that work with your legacy ERP systems and/or create customized WMS and or ERP
solutions with built in BI Reporting which really fit to your core business. We understand first, then we adapt.
ERP Adapted to Your Business Process
Your business should not have to adapt reliable processes to fit a generic software solution. If you are deciding
to upgrade from your legacy ERP systems then choosing a customized WMS or ERP solution has many
benefits. Simply WMS / ERP’s goal is to streamline business process by adapting to fit the process not the other
way around. If you have a unique manufacturing/business process we can capture it and integrate it into your
customized Simply ERP or Simply WMS installation. When you need to create a new process or change
existing ones Simply WMS + ERP can easily adapt.
The Simply ERP Database Engine
Both Simply WMS and/or Simply ERP bring you full scalable, upward and forward compatible Warehouse
Management & Inventory Control customizable solutions that are built on the stability of trusted Microsoft
platforms. Both Simply WMS/ ERP are client /server models with front ends that come with many standard
software modules available from our Simply ERP Database Engine. The Backend supports fully functional
time tested relational database designs using robust SQL 2008 database which allow your company data to
grow with your business.
Simple to Use Graphical User Interface
Acknowledged as one of the friendliest and easy to use user interfaces in the industry, the Simply WMS + ERP
team now uses this very simple to learn and use graphical interface as a standard on all our product line giving
the customer a common set of intuitive keystrokes and icons to navigate both standard and custom add-on
modules.
ROI and Value
Simply WMS and /or Simply ERP are easy to own and easy to maintain. Since it is built to fit your process and
affordable you will pay less for Simply WMS + ERP and find your team using nearly 100% of the features
unlike more rigid, generic ERP packages. Higher effective use means better value to your business and better
return on your investment. Simply WMS/ ERP solutions also offer robust and customized BI reporting to
provide truly useful information for your management and control.
Speed and Support
A Simply WMS + ERP implementation can be accomplished in a relatively short time (weeks as opposed to
months). The iDbM support philosophy is to train and support the customer on their production database when
the customer is ready to do so. Our experience has proven that this is the most efficient and fast method to speed
up the learning process. The added benefit is iDbM support team is also your business consultant giving you
valuable insights on how to get even more efficiencies from your existing processes. Our support and “can do”
attitude has earned iDbM Inc. a high client retention rate.

